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Funding available for biomedical research
Research funding from the 1989-90
NIH Biomedical Research Support Grant
is now available. l1lis is the tenth consecutive year that the University has
received the funds.
Faculty engaged in biomedicaUyrelated research are eligible lo apply.
Priority will be given lo investigators who
pcopose new biomedical projects which
show pcom'"tse of attracting larger and
continuing extramural funding. lnvesliga:
tors proposing to explore new research
ideas, lo meet special needs for their on-

students.
Funded by the Alumni Association
Board of Trustees, the program will
provide up to $500 for support of a
limited number of independent student
research projeds. Projects must be
sponsored by a participating department
and supervised by a faculty adviser. The
competition is open to undergraduate
students who have completed 30 or more

Service to be held
A memorial service for Or. Lowell P.
Leland, professor emeritus of English,
who <fled July 28, wiD be held at 4 p.m.
Sept 12 in Prout Chapel.

I

For sale
The president's office has an NCE
3550 letter quality printer for sale as well
as a printer stand. Interested persons
should call Kay Meier at 372-7795.

Cast members from "The Music Man• Ml/ be singing about IJDuble in River City
when they perform the musical at B p.m. Thursday, Friday and Saturday (Sept. 7. B
and 9) in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Alts Center. TIClrets can be purchased

maximum of $3,000. Travel expenses are
not available. Program guidelines and
application forms are available from
departmental offices or from the Research
Services Office, 120 McFall Center.
Applications are due Sept. 15 In the
Research Services Office for pcojects to be
conducted from Oct. 1 throogh April 30.

at the box office or reserved by calling 372-8171.

The Office of Regisbation and
Records has for sale three two-drawer
locking untts which hold 4x6 index cards.
Contact Sharon Mason at 372-7962 for
more information.
·

Obituary
Miguel M. Ornelas
Dr. Miguel M. Ornelas, 55, director
of affirmative action and han<ficapped •
services, died of cancer Aug. 24 in Wood
County Hospital.
Ornelas joined the University in
1987 and also served as a sociology
lecturer and ethnic studies professor.
Ornelas also was head of the Ohio
H'"tspanic Institute of Opportunity.
He earned his master's degree from
the University in 1976 and his doctorate in
sociology in 1985. From 1975-1979, he
was a minority rounselor and adviser in
I
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the ethnic studies department. He·
received the first tfispanic Award from
Project Search at the University, was
recognized for academic achievement
and was appointed to the University's
Human Relations Commission in 1983.
In addition, he served on the

Class!fied
New"P.ositioils
~ expilation date for employees to
apply: noon, Friday, Sept 8.

Clertt 2

PayRange3
Special edl icalion

Academic year, part-time
9-8-2

Custodial Worker

PayRange2
Physical plant

I.

Department of Public Welfare.
In Ohio, he served on Gov.
Celeste's Committee for M"igrant Farmwor1<ers and the tfispanic Task Force. He
was a member of the University of
Fmdlay's Bi6ngual Mullicullural Studies
Center. In 1984, the governor appointed
him to the Owens Technical College
board of trustees.
He also was a vice chair of Dia de
la Raza Festival Committee, a member of
Guadalupe Community Center board of

trustees, Association of Farmworker

Employment
Opportunities

9-8-1

University's Graduate Student Senate, the
lllird World Graduate Association :ind La
Union de Estudiantes Latinos.
A native of Del Rio, Texas, Ornelas
began his career as a supervisor for
Neighborhood Youth Corps in his home
state, acting as a counselor and a>ordinator. He later wOOred for the Texas
Employment Commission and Texas

Opportunity Programs and a vice chair of
the M"dwesl Association of Farmworker
Organizations.
Ornelas received numerous awards
including the Oulstanding Service Award
from the Ohio Institute of Opportunity
board of trustees, the Award of Achievement from the board and staff of OHIO,
Inc., and the Community Service Award
by the Migrant Farmworker division of the
Equal Opportunity Program Association.
Memorials may be made to the
Miguel Ornelas Scholarship Fund in care
of the Bowling Green State University

Foundation.

Faculty I Staffpositions
The following tamry posiliol is are available:
llalcetlng: Assislant professor (anlicipaled). Contact James S. West (2-2401). Decdne:
Sept. 30.
Ron&ICil ~: Assistanl professor of Sp;nsh. Contact Diane Pretzer (2-2667).
Deacline: Oct. 1.
The folowil igadl
-""""11i:...:.listJ
....atiYe positions are available:
Coopelallwe Education: Field cooninalDI. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadline:
Sept. 6.
Ice Arma: Coonfualor of ice skating. Contact Alunaiie Heldt (2-2558). Decdne: Sept. 15.
Phylicol Pl9nl: Diredor. Contact Annmarie Heidi (2-2558). Deadline: Sept. 15.
RI
ch S.*- Olllce: Proposal development coordinalOr. Conlad Q1iaJtla S. Dunn
(2-2481 ). Dealline: Oct. 1.
-
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semester hours and who have an accumulated GPA of 3.0 or better.
Application materials and gu'"tdelines
are available from the Research Services
Office located in the Graduate CoUege,
120 McFall Center, or from college offices.
Applications should be returned to
research services no later than 5 p.m. Oct.

Labor Day. Universily buildings
closed. Classes not in session.
Open Auditions, fer 'Man and
Woman: Two Comic VeNS," 7-9 p.m.~
McBride Auditorium, Firefands Colege. For
more ia dol matiol 1. contact Ron Ruble. 4335560, ext 242.

Tuesday, Sept. 5
Exhibit, "'In Clay: Life & Tames."
througl Sept. 20, Fine Aris Galery. Free.
WBGU-TV Progi au, "Cooking
Mexican; 11 am.. hosl Rick Bayless
demonsbates how IO cook Mexican breakfasts or brunches, Channel 27.
·

Wednesday, Sept. 6
Computer Semaiar, inroduclion ID
VMS; 1:30-3:30 p.m. For location and
:egis1J atioo. cal 372-2102.
WBGU-TV Program. "Art Beat," 5:30
p.m.. hosl Becky Laab goes to the Caison
and Barnes Circus and visits with clarinelisl
Tom Apple, Channel 27.
Unity Rally, "Raising Minorily
Consciousness; by Dr. Barbara Sizemore.
university of Pitlsburgh, 7 p.m., Prout Chapel
Sponsored by Minority Student Activities.
Open IO the public. Free.

Thursday, Sept. 7
WBGU-TV Prtiglmn, "Cooking
Mexican," 11 a.m., host Rick Bayless
demOl ISbates ways 1D make plaza enchiladas. Channel 27.
Weight Watchers, noon-1 p.m.,
~ Room. University Union. Registration required tor the 1D-week session.
Faculty Dewl l pwlt Symposil.m.
aincurrent sessions begin at 1 ::30 p.nL,
University Union. Also. keynote adliess by
John Hirschbuhl. diredor of the Cenler tor
Con1JUler Based Fctrration, Universily of
Akn:ln, wil clsaJss "What's the Right
Tech IClkJgy? {Teachels , CorltJulers,
Telecoi 111u 1ic:atio11s, Students!), 8-9 p.m..
Bryan Recital Hal, Moora Musical Ar1s
Canlier, racaption and clscussion lolowing.

~
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Department strives to maintain Division I-A status

University anticipating a football season filled with roar of crowds
~
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Don't copy illegally
Computer Services reminds University
employees that unauthorized copying of
computer software is illegal. Copyright law
pcolects software authors and publishers,
just as patent law protects inventors.
Software piracy violates the U.S.
Copyright Law. Unauthorized copying is a
federal offense which could mean civil
damages of $50,000 or more, or criminal
penalties including fines and imprisonment.

s~t or employee illegally~ a

fic:ensed software program be!Onging to
someone else for his or her own use, or
gives an illegal copy of ficensed software
lo a friend.
Another example is when an employee
illegally copies a licensed software
package for simultaneous use by others in
his or her department or another depart-

ment.

Registration required by contacting continuing
education.
WBGU-TVProg1am, "TuneOut:5:30
and 11 :30 p.m.. host Lany Weiss 1a1ks with
head foolball coach Moe Ardt<.ney and soccer
coach Gary Palmisano about 1he upcomilig
season. Chamel 27.
Theatre Pnxluc:tlon, "The Music Man,"
8 p.m.. Kobackef HaD. Moore Musical Aris
Center. For ticket information and reservations,
caD 372-8171.
UAO Alm, "An Evei ii IQ with 1he Little
9 p.m.. 210 Math Science Building.

Rascals:

Friday, Sept. 8
Faculty Dewl!lplllerll Symposium.
'"Teaching TechlOlogies: They Wonl Byte:
concurrent sessions begin at 9 am. in the
Universily Union. Also, a leactMI ig lools display
will be held from 9 a.m. ID 12:30 p.m. in the
Lenhart Grand BaDroom. University Union.
Registralion required for 1he symposium by
contadi IQ continuing edl 'Cation.
Computer Semlnas, 1ntroWdion to
CMS. Pait 1: 9:30-11:30 am. Cal 372-2102
for location and n::gislJ atitl I.
WBG\J.TV Prog1a11, "Cooking
Mexican; 11 am.• host Rick Bayless demonstr.ues how ID prepare easy buffet dishes,
Channel27.
Computer Seminar, "lnlnlduclion to
Network Comnutications, 3:30-5 p.m. CaD
372-2102 for location and n::gislJ atiol L
Theatre Pro.:iuc:tion. "Music Man; 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. For ticket ir dormatio11 and reservations.
cal 372-8171 between noon and 6 pm.
UAO Film, "Fletch Lives.· 8 and 10 p.m.•
and midlight. 210 Math Science BuilOOg.

Saturday, Sept. 9
Theab9 ProducUon. "The Music Man;
8 p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Cenler. For ticket ii dol matiOl 1 and reservations.
cal 372-8171.

Sunday, Sept. 10
F.:ally Artist Series, Judith Benlley,
llule, 8 p.m.. ery.... Recilal Hal. Moore Musical
Arts Canter.

September 11. 1989
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For more information or assistance,
contact Barbara Peck or Dr. Christopher

Dunn, director of research services,
372-2481.

Bowling Green State University
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Datebook
Monday, Sept. 4
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An example of software piracy is when a
Computer Services has for sale a
Canon NP7550 a>pier with a 25 bin sorter
for $5,000. For more information, contact
Charles Schultz at 372-2911.

us

going research, estabtishment of central
research facilities or pcogram modernization are encouraged to apply.
Awards will normally be limited to a

Stu dentS invited to apply for project support
The Office of the Associate Vice
President for Research has announced
the eighth annual program for the support
of research conducted by undergraduate

Noflf)fofit Organization
Fbstoge Ibid
Permit No. I
Bow£ng Green. Ohio
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Mam your calendars for Sept.
30. It's the dale of a Bowling Green
first-a night football game at Ooyt
Perry Field. As long as you're at it.
mark down Sept. 16 and 23, Oct. 14
and Nov. 4 as well.
Each is the date of a Falcon
home football game and each will offer
a special feature in addition to the
chance to watch the Falcon team in
action.
The plans are all part of an
effort to increase attendance at home
games lo ensure that Bowling Green
and the Mid American Conference
retain Division I-A status. lllis year the
football program needs to average
17.000 paid attendance at home
games. Five of the n'"tne conference
schools must reach certain attendance
goals for the MAC to requalify as a
Division I-A conference.
"A drop from Division I-A
would erode financial support for all
sports; sakl PtUlip Goldstem, athletics.
Division I-A status carries with it more
prestige and allows the University lo
compete nationally. The income
gained from f~ contributes the
largest inciement of ruuds lb lie pool
that is used to support all University
sports programs, he added.
Goldstein said a change to
Division I-AA status woukf mean other
limitations as wen. For example,
Division I-AA teams are permitted fewer
athletic scholarships and coaches.
The athletic department,
though, is confident that fans will attend
the games this year. "They're going to
be an exciting team lo watch; sakl Moe

Ankney, head football coach. -We have
very skilled players with a lot of speed
which wiU make for a lot of thrills.·
The combination of new and
returning players will provide the basis for
a strong team, he added.
Ankney sakl he's hopeful but
realistic about attendance for the season.
·it would be good to have that oldfashioned school spirit but we're smart
enough to know that it takes a good team
to draw a crowd.·
Attending football games has
been made easier for students this year.
No longer do students have to purchase
a sports pass or pay admission to the
games. To gain admittance to a football
game, students, full- or part-time, simply
have to show their student IDs. Goldstein
said th'"ts is l'"tkely to increase attendance
because il wiU appeal to even marginal
sports fans. "They may not have had
enough interest to want to pay to get into
a game before, but if now they only have
to show an ID they !T'.ay be more wiUing to
go, especially when il will help the
University.·
The athletic: departmenl also is
reaching out to alumni. urging them lo

FootbaH coach Moe Ankney ottea; some pointers to defensive back Mike Haack
bey"smi$0n"lic:kets to SUj:lpOrt me·ieanr.- - during a~ last week. The Falcons open their home season Saturday (Sept.
16) at t :30 p.m. against BaD State.
Special events planned for each
game will appeal to a variety of other
groups as

wen.

Scouts and Wood

County schoolchildren will get into one of
the games free this season. Sept. 16 has
been deemed Band oay· and will feature
several area high school bands in
addition to the Falcon Marching Band.
The night game on Sept. 30 also
is Student Appreciation Night, which will
offer free concessions to students and T-

srurts to the first 5,000 students through
the gate. Another season highlight is the
Oct. 14 Homecoming game against
tradttional rival University of Toledo. The
last time Bowling Green faced Toledo on
Homecoming was in 1983 when 33,527
spectators set an all-time home game
MAC record.

Company to develop research park's first phase
President Olscamp announced last
week that the University has signed a
five-year contract with Vista Development Inc., a Rudolph/libbe company, lo
develop the initial phase of the research/
enterprise park in the 1-75 corridor of
Wood County.
Vista is a Toledo real estate development company.
Tue 88-acre park. located on the east
side of 1-75 at the comer of Ounbridge
Road and E. Wooster Street in Bowling
Green, is a collaborative effort of the
University, the city of Bowling Green,
Wood County, the state of Ohio and
private enterprise.
VISla's role will be to Identify companies and organizations whose needs are
compatible with the intent of the park to
locate in the approximately 15 buildings
planned for the park. In addition to their
own growth and economic development.
the park's tenants are expected to
provide educational opportunities and
experiences for University students as
well as consulting and research opportunities for faculty.
Olscamp indicated the University

talked with firms from throughout the
M'"tdwest and Northeast before selecting
Vista. He sakl Bowling Green Is pleased
lo have reached an agreement with
Vista because of the Toledo company's
local ties, fine reputation and sincere
interest in developing northwest Ohio.
-Tuis agreement Is tangi>le evidence
of Bowring Green's alklul commilment
to enhance the economic base of northwest Ohio and expand~ opportuni-

ties available to our studen1s to work
with progressive companies. We want lo

President Olscamp {left) and David Boston, president of Vista Development Inc., sign a
contract at a meetilrg last week that Mii lead toward identifying companies and
organizations whose needs are compatDle with the intent of the University's researr:hl
entetprise parlc.

maintain the lead in this vital financial and
educational activity,. Olscamp said.

David Boston, president of Vista
Development Inc., said his company's
i11tet est in the projecl was sparked first.
by its location, and secoi dy. by the
rescuces the University can provide lo
business and Industry.

-We think that the location of the
project on 1-75 and the activity being

generated along the inteistate is excellenl It's a good location for people who
can dredly benefia from the research and
lechnical expertise at the University••
8oslQn said.
Continued on Page 2

Goldstein said he feels
positive about interest in the team and
Bowfmg Green's potential to maintain
Division I-A status.
-We can't determine how the
team will do or what the weather will be
like, but we're doing
we can to bring
in a crowd; he said. - Diane Oocis

an

Senate looks
at changes
in calendar
A change in the current academic
calendar has been delayed by Faculty
Senate until senators and their collea~ues have stud'"ted the new proposal.
Dr. Ronald Lancaster. computer science.
did not have enough time at the Sept. 5
meeting to complete his pcesentation of
the Committee on Academic Affairs·
proposed calendar changes.
The Senate voted to maintain the
current calendar for the summer of 1990
and Lancaster will continue his pcesentation at the next Senate meeting. The
Senate action meant that there will be no
calendar changes until at least fall 1990.
Included in the proposals for a uniform
calendar were scheduling dasses on
Labor Day and creating a new fall
holiday five weeks into the semester;
starting fall semestcrr dasses on Aug_ 29
In 1990. and an 18 -clay break between
summer and fall semesters and a 23-clay
break between fall and spring semesters
and nine between spring and summer
semesters.
In addition, the summer semester
would be redl iced from 13 lo 12 weeks
and would consist of two six-week
sessions and an eight-week term.
In other action the Senate approved
four health promotion proposals from the
Faculty Welfare Committee. including:
1. E11doisi11g, in pii11c:iple. a Universilywide program of optional examinationS
for preventive medicine detection for

Continued on Page 2
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Commentruy
Editor. the Monitor:
I enjoyed reading Tom Anderson's letter to the Monitor last week. By carrying a
principle to ridiculous extremes, he made me chuckle, and I hope that was his intent
However. I also was troubled. because I thought the letter contained two serious
distortions.
For one. Or. Anderson suggests that a concern for the health and longevity of the
campus community is somehow inconsistent with the primary goals of the University,
education and the expansion of knowledge. Are these two goals truly incompati>le?
Must I choose between a sound mind and a healthy body? Or, more specifically. are
academic pursuits actually somehow dependent on the presence of tobacco smoke?
I find this suggestion ridiculous, not amusing.
The second distortion was the suggestion that having banned smoking, it would
be logical to extend the ban to include fatty foods, caffeine. overweight, underexercise, teetotaling, overdrinking and stress. This ignores a crucial distinction. All of
these behaviors may be unhealthy. but only smoking also jeopardizes the health of
others. Exposure to second-hand cigarette smoke causes lung cancer.
I hope that public disa •ssion of the smoking ban will not ignore the serious public
health issue involved. I enjoy a good laugh, but I believe that second-hand cigarette
smoke is not a laughing matter.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan.
medical director
Student Health Services

Deans, chairs and directors to
head departments for 1989-90
There will be several new faces
among faculty and staff who will serve as
directors and chairs of departments for the
1989-90 academic year.
New chairs this year include Richard
Gebhardt, chair of English; Harold Fisher,
chair of journalism; J. Charles Cranny,
chair of psychology; Paul Mueller, chair of
finance; Donald Boren, chair of legal
studies; Ronald Hover. chair of military
science; Alan Rohrs, chair of aerospace
studies; Eugene Thompson, chair of
educational administration and supervision; Trevor Phillips, chair of educational
foundations and inquiry; and Sudershan
JeUey, chair of technology systems.
New directors include Dennis Hale,
director of the School of Mass·eommunication, and Karen GOOid, director of the
women's st\Kfies program.
.
Michael Marsden will be serving as
interim chair of interpersonal and public
communication, and Linda Petrosino will
be acting chair of communication <fisor-

ders.
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Continuing deans for 1989-90 are
Andrew Kerek, College of Aris and
. Sciences; Roger Bennett. College of
Eclucation and Allied Professions; _Clyde
Willis, College of Health and Human
Services; Robert Thayer, College of
Musical Aris; Jerry Streichler, College of
Technology; Rush Miner, libraries and
learning resources; Louis Katzner,
Graduate College; Ramona Cormier,
continuing education and summer
programs; and Robert DeBard, Frrelands
College.
A search a.irrently is being corxiucted
for dean of the College of Business
Administration.
Continuing chairs and directors for
~various departments include:
--College of Aris and Sciences:
Thomas Hilty. director of the School of Art;
Reginald Noble, chair of biological
sciences; Douglas Neckers, chair of
chemistry; Ann-Marie Lancaster, chair of
computer science; Thomas B. Cobb,
director of environmental programs;
Robert Perry, chair of ethnic studies; Alvar
Carlson, chair of geography; Charles
Kahle, chair of geology; Joseph Gray,
chair of German, Russian and East Asian
Languages; Gary Hess, chair of history;
and Robert K. Clark. interim chair of radioTV-film.
Also, Hassoon Al-Amiri, chair of
mathematics and statistics; Thomas Attig,
chair of philosophy; Robert Boughton,
chair of physics and astronomy; Michael
Maggiotto, chair of pofrtical science; Ray
8;owne, chai~ of popular culture; Diane
Pretzer, chair of romance languages;
Merecfrth Pugh, chair of sociology; and
Allen Kepke, chair of theatre.
-COiiege of Business Administration:
Thomas Evans. chair of accounting and
MIS; James Sullivan, chair of applied
statistics and operations research; David
Hyslop, chair of business education; J.
David Reed, chair of economics; Peter
Pinto, chair of management; and James
West, chair of marketing.
--College of Education and ABied
Professions: carney Strange, chair of

Faculty/Staff presentations

Edwards named by the Heritage
Foundation as Bradley Scholar

college student personnel; Robert Qana,
chair of educational curriculum and
instruction; Ronald Russell, acting director
of the School of HPER; Deanna Radeloff,
chair of applied human ecology; and
Edward FISCUS, chair of special education.
-COiiege of Health and Human
Services: Robert Harr, chair of med'ical
technology; Joyce Shoemaker. dean
(MCOT) of the School of Nursing; Barbara
Keeley, coordinator (BGSU) of the School
of Nursing; and Evan Bertsche, chair of

social work.
-College of Musical Aris: Kenley
lnglefield, chair of composition and
history; P. Thomas Tallarico, chair of
music education; and Richard Cioffari,
chair of performance studies. ·
-COiiege of Technology: Ernest
Ezell. chair of visual communications and
technology education.
-libraries and learning resources:
Joan Repp, director of access services;
Paul Yon, cftrector of the Center for
Archival Collections; Bonnie Gratch,
director of information services; and Jack
Ward, cfirector of the Instructional Mecfia
Center.
-Firelands College: M. Peter
Henning, chair of applied science; 0.
Dale Schnetzer, chair of humanities; and
Kenneth Hille, chair of natural and social
sciences.

Bureau offers
information
Meetings, conferences and
CX1r1Ventions held in Bowling Green
produce a positive image of the community and generate revenue for the local
economy. Donna Greenwald, director of
the bureau, reminds departments that the
bureau provides informational packets
and promotional items at registration
tables or banquet settings, along with
other convention services. an free of

charge.
Fawlty, staff or departments
planning an event or convention in
Bowling Green are invited to contact the
bureau al 353-7945 to find out more about
its services.
Greenwald said hosting an event in
Bowling Green generates revenue
through the city's three percent hoteU
motel tax, sales tax and income tax
collected from hospitality workers.
According to the Ohio Division of Travel
and Tourism, for m-ery dollar a visitor
spends, another $1.90 is generated
somewhere in the community.
To allow business, University and
community organization leaders see firsthand the meeting options available in
Bowling Green, the bureau sponsors a
guided tour of local facilities. Guests are
shuttled to several locations with meeting
planners giving personalized tours and
explaining services and features.
The next tour of meeting places is
scheduled for Oct. 25 with two sessions
from 8-10 am. or 3-5 P:m.

Or. Bruce L Edwards, English, has
been named by the Heritage Foundation,
one of the country's leading think tanks, to
its Bradey Resident Scholars program for
the 1989-90 academic year.
TheBradley
Scholars program
was established in
1987 with a grant
from the Lynde and
Harry Bradley
Foundation of
Milwaukee. h
enables scholars
from around the
wor1d to work on
long-term pro;ects
and interact with
Heritage's resident
Bruce Edwards
research staff and
the Washington policy-making community.
The scholars also teach in Heritage's
Conservative Curriculum program, a
series of graduate-level seminars on the
roots of American conservatism. The fall
1989 seminars are examining the
"Classics of 20th Century Conservatism."

In addition lo Edwards, a Ghanian
economist, two British scholars and two
other U.S. professors were named to the
program.
Edwards, who wiU be taking a leave
of absence spring semester. plans lo work

Roger Andenon, political science. presented "The Discoufse ol Developrnent:
Transnational Environmental Groups and
Bl'azirs Amazon Development Policies," at the
annual meeting of the Midwest Political
Science Association. Chicago. April 13-15.
Also, "Environmental, Safety and Health
Issues at U.S. Nuclear Weapons Produclion
Facilities, 1947-1988. at the Solving Environ·
mental Problems: The Past as Prologue to the
Present conference. Evergreen State College.
Olympia. Washington, April 27·30.

on a book explaining how to address the
problems that pluralism raises for
language and literature, based on the
work of linguist Kenneth L Pike. Although
not as wen known as linguist Noam
Chomsky, Pike has an international
reputation and provides solutions to
problems of cross-<:ultural communication,
Edwards said.

"The Heritage appointment provides
me with opportunities for government
service while in Washington. D.C., and
the possi>ility of wor1Ung in the Department of Education on an apprentice basis
regarding literacy issues,· he said.
Edwards joined the University staff in
1981. He received his bachelor's degree
from the University of Missouri, his
master's degree from Kansas State
University and his doctorate from the
University of Texas.
He has published several books,
including a freshman composition
textbook that focuses on word processing
and writing. He also has published a book
on C.S. Lewis as a literary critic and has
edited a second entitled The Taste of the
Pineapple: Essays on C.S. Lewis as
Reader, Critic and Imaginative Writer.
In 1988, he was named the S.W.
Brooks Visiting Lecturer at the University
of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia In
addition, he is director of the English
department's Macintosh Laboratory.

Elsa A.. McMullen, applied human ecology.
presented "Mushrooms as a Protein Supplement for Minority Groups" at the amual
meeting of the American Home Ecoc ones
Association. Cincinnati. June 25-29.

Bob Byler, journalism, presented "How to

Interview; Northwest Ohio Writers Forum,

Toledo, January. Also "Jazz Photographers
Capture Memorable Images," at the Popular
Culture Association Annual Meeting. St Louis.
Mo.• April 5. Also, •Jazz Photographers
Capture Images that Enhance Memories of
Music; Midwest American Culture/Popular
Culture Associations Conference, Bowling
Green. November 1988.

May.

Bemjamln N. Muego, political science'
Fll'elands College. presented ·American
Foreign Policy in Southeast Asia in the PostVietnam Era; for the Washington S~
on Foreign Policy at the School of Advanced
International Studies. Johns Hopkins University, Washington. D.C .• August. Also, presented "The New Armed Forces of the
Philippines and the Aquino Regime,• at an
intemational conference on the Phiippines in a
Changing Asia. Honolulu. Hawaii. Feb. 28. He
also served as a panelist on the 1opic
"Philippine NationaliSm and the American
Military Bases; in a roundtable discussion.

Bernard Stemsher, history. presented
"Self-Blame in the Great Depression: A
Neglected Source Concerning Dubuque.
Iowa.· at the Ohio Academy of History Spring
Meeting, Ohio State University. April 22.

Julian WiDHord, and Elsa McMullen, both
ol applied human ecology. co-presented •Zinc
Supplementation and Sickle Cell Anemia.· at
the annual meeting of the American Home
Economics Association. Cincinnati, June 25-

29.
Bill Forisha. appfled human ecology.
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Library is giving graduate tours
Graduate students interested in
familiarizing themselves with the University's libraries and their services are
invited to sign up for tours.
The tours win be conducted from
Monday (Sept 11) to Oct. 13 with sign
ups in Jerome Library, or by calling 3722362. Tours will be offered during the

Peggy !shier, field experiences and
S1andards ~. presented "Ea 'Calion
in 2004" at the Hugh O'Brien Vaugh SenWlar
at Heidel>erg College, June. Also, presented
·Assisting the Beginning Teacher" at a preconference clinic at the 12th annual Slaff Development Leadership Conference, Colutrbus,

presented "Differentiating Eating Behavior
From Family Process: The Use of Meal
Therapy," at the International Congress on
Marriage and Family Therapy. Dublin. Ireland.
June20.

Roger V. Bennett, College of Education
and Allied Professions, and Margaret lshler.
field experience and standards co~.

mornings, afternoons, evenings and some
Saturdays.

co-presented with Richard Cummings, Bowling
Green City Schools superintendent. Michael
01.oughlin, a former University faculty
member, and Jean Daly and Joy Rohn.
teachers at Crim Elementary. "Teaching
Exchange Fellowship: Creating Partnerships
fOI' School and University Faculty Development.• at the annual meeting of the Association of Teacher Education. St Louis. Feb. 24.

The tours will offer information such
as how to arrange a computer search for
thesis papers, how to obtain Interlibrary
Loan items and how to ride the Gutenberg
Express II to the University of Toledo.

Joan M.. Repp, libraries and learning
resources, presented "Latin American
Acquisitions. A Continuing Challenge," at the
fifth national conference of the Association of
College and Research Libraries, Cincinnati,
April 7. Also, presented ·Management
Techniques to Streamline Technical Services.·
for the North Central Library Cooperative.
Mansfield. May 11.

Cfdf Glavlano, libraries and learning
resources, presented •Enhancing User
Access: ReHections and a Model; at the fifth
national conference of the Association of
College and Research Libraries, Cincinnati,
April 5.

Kevin A. Wor1c, lnstruclional Media Center.
presented "The Career of Edward Orton. the

F1rs1 President of Ohio State University; at the
24th annual meeting of the Midwest History of
Education Society. Chicago, October.
Marilyn Parrish, libraries and learning
resources, presented "Discovering the

Vista will help locate tenants for the
park and build and/or lease buildings to
meet their needs. The University will lease
land to Vista or to the tenants.
One site is already committed to
Bank Sites Inc. a subsidiary of Mid
American National Bank and Trust Co..
which broke ground earlier this summer.
VISta has, independently or in joint
ventures with Rudolph/libbe Inc.,
developed a number of the region's
leading proiects including the Cedar
Business Center and the Rudolph-LibbeCenter, home to a number of leading
manufacturing, service, cflslnbution and
commercial companies.
Vista also was involved with the
development of Arrowhead Park in

Senate

Maumee.

Vista is a member of the National
Association of Industrial & Office Parks.
Rudolph/Libbe Inc., is one of the nation's
400 largest construction companies.
lnitiaDy, Vista will be involved in
creating promotional matapals for use in
marketing the park. compiling information
on previous collaborations between
University faculty and outside organizations, and completing a comprehensive
calalog of University human resources
and expertise that can be tapped by
private enterprise that is developed at the
researchlenterprise park.

costs.
The Senate also voted to recommit to
the Ad Hoc Committee on Retiree
Concerns an 11-point proposal designed
to meet and improve retiree concerns.
Further study is needed on the financial
impact of the proposal. senators said.
Senate also heard memorial resolutions

]
~
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Roger V. Bennett, College of Edi ication
and Allied Professons. along with Richard
Cummings, superintendent of Bowling Green
City Schools, and Darlene DeCrane, Kenwood
Bementary School, presented "Teaching
Fellows: Collaboration for School and
University Faculty Development." at the spring
conference of the Ohio Confederation of
Teacher Education Organizations, Columbus,
April 14.

Richard Lucas, School of Art. presented a
tutorial on "Computer Art for Designers and
Artists," and participated in a panel on the
future of coqxrter art in higher education.

from the tront

faculty and staff covered by University
health insurance benefits and recommending further exploration and implementation of coverages and costs so as to
preclude an adverse impact on prospective wage and salary increases;
2. Approving the development of the
Frtwen Assessment/Counseling program
for faculty and staff at an estimated cost
of $32.240;
3. Opposing the establishment of a
Health Promotion Office as recommended
by the Health Promotion Task Force;
4. Endorsing the movement toward a
smoke-free campus.
Dr. Harold Lunde, management, who
presented the resolutions said the
University faces a health care cost crisis
and that large amounts of money were
needed for BGSU to meet future health
care requirements of its employees. He
said "Wellness is worthwhile. and should
be promoted as much as possi>le
because in the long run it will reduce

Ronald Partin, educational foundalions and
inquiry, presented •Accomodating Traditional
American Values in a Changing Pluralistic
Society•• '"Historical Landmarks in the
Development of American Education and Their
Effect on the Role of the Teacher" and
"Freeing Faculty for Human Development:
Time Management for the Professor," under
the Visiting Humanist Program at Converse
College, Spartanbwg, s.c .. April 20-21.

for Dr. Lowell Leland, emeritus professor
of English, and Dr. Miguel Ornelas,
director of affirmative action and associate
professor of ethnic studies, both of whom
died this summer.
Dr. Benjamin Muego, political science,
was elected by acclamation to serve as
Senate secretary for 1990-91.
In his report, President Olscamp told
the senators that the University's capital
budget requests were proceeding
normally and that there was no cause for
alarm over reports that the Regents had
made huge cuts in the budget "Some
cuts are normal at this stage in the
process because the number of requests
are far higher than can be financed, - he

said.
He also reported that "While one assault
is too many, the number of assaults is
about the same as in past years..· He
noted that campus police were very active
in patrolflllQ the campus in their efforts to
keep Bowling Green safe.
Olscamp also said that the campus
flag will be flown at half-mast for a 24hour period following the death of any
member of the campus community,
including retirees. He said that previously
there had been no policy on lowering the
flag upon the death of a faculty or staff
member or student

SIGGRAPH "89, International Symposium on
Computer Graphics. Boston. August.

Charlene York and Joan Repp, both of
li>raries and learning resources. presented ·A
Resource Lilrary for Ronald McDonald
House." at the American Lilrary Association
Annual Conference. Dallas, June.

John P. Scott. professor emeritus psychology, presented the opening address. "Aggression: Evolution and Control in Social Systems,"
at the International Society fOI' Research on
Agression, Szombalhely. Hungary, Spring.

Arjun K. Gupta. mathematics and statistics.
presented "On the Estimation of MANOVA
ElQ0!1V<llues Under the Random Effects
Model." University of Manitoba, Canada.
March. He also presented -Statistical
Classification With Multiple Observations. at
the International Conference on Computing
and Information. Hamihon, Canada. April.

Charles H.. Mc:Caghy, sociology, presented
"Effects of Enforcement Cost Information on
Public Opinion Tawards Legal Strategies on
Prostitution," at the 1989 Sino-American
Conference on Social Change and Policing in
Taipei. Taiwan. He also presented a paper
with Charles Hou of National Chung Hsing
University on "Career Onset of Taiwanese
Prostitutes" at the annual meeting of the
Society IOI' the Study of Social Problems.

Oakland.ca

Research Needs of Graduate Students at
Bowling Green State University; at the 1iflh
national conference of the Assnciatioo of
College and Research Libraries, Cincinnati,

Apnl 6.

Brenda McCallum, li>raries and learning

resources. presented with Barbara B. Moran of
the University of North Carolina. •Popular
Culture in Academic LiJraries.. at the national
conference of the Association for College and
Research Libraries, Cincinnati, Apnl 5.

Bonnie Gratch and Elizabeth Wood, both
of libraries and learning resources. presented
a poster session titled "Strategic Planning in a
University Li>rary: Vision and Reality; at the
national conference of the Assnciation for
College and Research libraries, Cincinnati,
Apnl 6.
Nancy Whfte Lee., lixaries and learning

resources, presented "Harlequin and Silhouette: Battle of the Giants. at the Popular
Culture AssociatKWAmerican Culture
Association joint conference, St. Louis, Mo.,
April 6.

Ronald Shields, theatre. directed a
production of "Ohio Town" at the Sherwood
Anderson Festival, Firelands College. March
12. He also direc:ed a scene from "Twelfth
Night" as part of the •Night of Invited Scenes.
at the American College Theatre Festival. Fort
Wayne. January.

s.

Allen White, theatre, presented
"'Playscript Interpretation: A Structural
Approach to Deconstruction." at the MidAmerican Theatre Conference, Omaha. Neb.•
March 17.

Susan Pauly and Aurelio Sanchez Jr..
of academic enhancement. presented
'Why Arerfl These Kids Graduating? The Role

both

of Cultural Myth in the Undereducation of
Mexican-Americans- at the 15th annual Ohio
Association of Educational Opportunity

Program Personnel. Columbus. Olir Sisco,
also of academic enhancement. was the moderator of the session.
Torn Anderson, geography. presented
"Water Use: A Neglected Componenl of Land
Use Studies" at the geography section of the
Ohio Academy of Science, Parma. April 29.

Joel Rudinger, English, Fll'elands College,
presented "The Tarot as a Link to Intuitive
Analysis," al the annual meeting of the Popular
-Culture Association, St Louis, Mo., April 6.

Denny C. llyen. applied statisticS.
presented • A Dual Simplex lfllllemerltatio of
a Conslraint Selection Algorithm tor Linear
Progranvning," at the national meeting of
TIMS'ORSA. Vancouver. Canada. May.

SUUn V. Lab, applied human ecology,
presented "Cultural Expression Found in PreColurrbian Peruvian Textile Color Design," at
the Popular Culture Association and American
Culture Assoeiation amual meeting. St Louis,
Mo., April 6.

Joni Reed, Center for Academic Options.
presented "PromoWig Programs: What to Do
When. at the Washing1on Center Liaisons
Conference. Washinglon. D.C .• March 10.
Reed also participated in a panel on "Mat11et ·
ing Your Program· at the National StudE;nt
Exchange Consortium Conference, Provi·
dence. Rhode Island. March 15.

WUllard Mlsleld, art history. presented
•James Tissot's L'Ete: A Rediscovery", at the
16th annual meeting of the Midwest Art History
Society, University of Missouri. March 30.

David L Weis, applied human ecology.
presented "Self-Esteem and Drug Abuse: A
Critical Review of the Existing Literature." at
the annual conference ol lhe American
Mance for Health. Physical Edi ICation,
Recreation and Dance,

Boston. April.

Becky Plaaoos and Pamela Allison. both
of HPER, presented "The Experiential
Curriculum in Eleme:ltary School Physical
Edlication." at the national convention of the
American ADiance fOI' Health, Physical
Education. Rectealion and Dance, Boston,
April.

Lary Dunning, COf'l1lUler science,
presented "Undetected Error Probabilities tor
Message Bits of Certain Cyclic Codes," at the
20th Soulheastern International Conference on
Combinatorics Graph Theory Con'l>uting. Boca

Raton. Fl., Feb. 20-24.
Jane Forsyth, geology. presented "Geology
As h Affects the Landscape and History of
Northwest Ohio," at Secor Metropark. March 4.
Also, she presented "The Three Landscapes
of~~ Gard," and "Environmental

presented ·A Protocol for Global Message
Ordering." at the 20th annual Simulation and
Modeling Conference, Pittsburgh, May. Also.
"Distri>uted Computing; at the Ohio Collegiate
Co~er Science Conference. Dayton, April.

Rules Important to Ohioans •• at the Hamilton
YMCA Camp ~ Gard's Nature Shop
Worflshop. March 18. She also was a featured
speaker and field trip leader at the annual
statewide meeting of the Ohio Conservation
and Outdoor Education Association at the
Mohican School in the Out-ol·Doors, Loudenville, April 15.

Mohammad Dadfar, computer science.
presented -usefulness of SynDolic Manipulation Systems." at the Ohio Collegiate Computer Science Conference, Dayton, April.

Neocles Leontis, chemistry. presented
"Applications of NMR Spectroscopy to
Problems in RNA Structure; at Ohio Northern
University, March 9.

Keith lnstone, computer science, presented
"Becoming an Expert?: The Process of
Acquiring Expertise Among Highly Novice
Co~er Scientists." at. the Ohio Collegiate
Co~er Science Conference. Dayton. Apnl.

Ann Corrigan, musical arts. performed at
the opening concert of the University of

Sub Ramakrishnan, co~er science.

Laura Leventhal, co~er science,
presented 'My Program is Beautiful! Some
ErrPricallY Derived Patterns of Programming
Aesthetics." CHl'89--Human Faclors in
Computing Systems, Austin, Tx.• May 1-4.

David Gedeon, technology. presented
·Automation, Distributed Control, Networking
and Applications,. at the National Association
of Industrial Technology. Region I Spring

Seminar. April 20, Bowling Green.
Thomas AlldeQon, geogiapry, presented
"Communist Parties of the World. 1987: Some
Geographical Perspectives. at the annual
meeting of the Association of American
Geographers. Baltimore, Md., March.

At the spring NIRSA National Convenfion.
the following Student Reaealion Center staff
members made presentations: Tanuny
5ummefs and Cheryl Sokoll, '"le Club 8;"
Scott Levin, "The Development of a campus
Recreation Scuba Program." and "They're in
the Right Place-You Make it the Right Time;·
and Richard Bowws and Terry W. Parsons,
-Project ATWELL: From Dream to Reality.•
R. Errol Lam, liJraries and learning

resources, presented "An Anti-Racist Male and
Women as ADies" at the Parallels and
Intersections: A National Conference on
Racism and Other Forms of Oppression, Iowa
City. Iowa. April 6-9.

M.. Nell Browne, economics. "Critical
Thinking in the Social Sciences," at the
University of WJSConSin. Madison. Wi .• April 78. Also, presented with Stuart Keeley.
psychology. "Critical Thinking Textbooks.· at
the American Association of tfigher Education
Convention. Chicago, April 3. Also published
"'Necessary Tensions in Assignments that
Stimulate Critical Thinking,- in Connexions.
Spring. Also, presented a two-day seminar on
~ Order Cognitive Skill Development" at
Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Mich .. June 67. Also. presented a faculty development
seminar "'Questioning Behavior in the
Classroom and Critical Thinking." at Loyola
College. Baltimore, Md.• August 30.

Tom Gorman. Louise Paradis, Joan
Tussifog, aD of the placement office. and
Tonia Stewart, residential services. presented
the workshop "Silence is the voice of
Complicity," at the American College Personnel Association, Washington, D.C .• March.
Steven Lab, criminal justice. presented
-Crime Control and Deterrence in the U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines." for the panel U.S.
Sentencing GuidelineS and Crime Control.
Washington. D.C .• March 28.

John G. Merriam. poltiCal science. presented "Aswan High Dam Shutdown: A
Regional Concern?" and Kathleen Howardlllerrlam. political science, presented "Gender
and Peace: Egyplian Womerl°s Participation in
the Peace Process." at the joint annual
convention ol lhe British International Studies
AssoeiatioO and the International Studies Association. London. March 28-April 1.

Maryland New Music Festival. March 4.

Janel Jensen. music education. presented
"Selection and Preparation of LI!erature for
Young Orchestras." at Michigan State
University. March 9.
Burton Beerman. musical arts, presented
1ntegrating Computer Music and Interactive
Video Graphics,- at the Society ol Composers.
Inc. National Conference. Florida State
University, March 10.

Issac Seaueira. ~ professor,
1ar
rulture, preSented 'Whitman, Music ~the
Poetic lmagil lation. • for the Henry J. Haskell
Leclure at lhe University of Missouri-Kansas
City, April 24.' Also. presented 'Walt Whitman.
Music and the Poetic Revolution.• Rhode
Island College, April 12. Also. presented
"Popular Culture in India." at the 19th National
Comrenlion of the Popular Culture Association.
St Louis. Mo.; April 6.
The following tacuhy and graduate students
from the psychology-department participated in
the Midwestern Psychological Associatioo
Meetings, Chicago. May 4-6: Douglas G.
UDman, Eric F. Dubow, David Causey, Matt
Evans., Christine Farley, Anjie Fischer,
Colfin Lodico and Graham Reid presented
"Factors on the Adjustment of Latchkey
Children;" Elizabeth Rice Allgeier and
Richard A.. Zeller presented "Causal
Inference and Sexual Harassment: Hands-On
Experience to Illustrate a Hands-Off Policy;"
BettY T. Turner Royster and Efizabeth
Allgeier presented 1nternal-Extemal Control
ExpectancieS and Reinforcement Substitution
After Loss of Control;" Loring J. Creppeau
and Jaak Panksepp presented Carly
Handling Increases Play Dominance in
Juvenile Rats;· Nancey Jo Dunn and Kimberley Vander Meulen presented '"Marital
Attributions: Distressed Versus Non-Distressed Couples in Long and Short·Term
Marriage;- Michael w. Faust presented
"Arithmetic Performance and Mathematics
Anxiety: Decisior1 Stage Differences Across
Levels of Anxiety;" and Raymond O'Connor
and Russell Veitch presented "Cognition and
Affect as Prediclors of Behavioral Responses
to Different Environments.·
Robert Moore, perfoonance studies.
presented a pertormance and lour master
dasSeS on bassoon literature. interpretation.
techniques and reed-making at the University
of WISCOl'lSin·Oshkosh. April l5.
Herbert Spencer, performance studies. was
gues1 artist and presented a lecture demonstration at the Fourth Annl.lal Hom Workshop.
Butler University. May 13-14.
Kay lloofe., ITIUSic education. was an
adjudicator tor the Toledo Piano Festival in
February. the Tiffin Music Festival in March
and the Fmdlay Music Festival in April. All
festivals were part of the Ohio Music Teachers
Association.

Ed&ard Martes. performance studies.
soloed with the FU'day University Wind
Ensemble on April 16. He also presented a
performance at the Marcel Moyse Centennial
Celebration in Marboro. Vt.. May 20.

.
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Commentruy
Editor. the Monitor:
I enjoyed reading Tom Anderson's letter to the Monitor last week. By carrying a
principle to ridiculous extremes, he made me chuckle, and I hope that was his intent
However. I also was troubled. because I thought the letter contained two serious
distortions.
For one. Or. Anderson suggests that a concern for the health and longevity of the
campus community is somehow inconsistent with the primary goals of the University,
education and the expansion of knowledge. Are these two goals truly incompati>le?
Must I choose between a sound mind and a healthy body? Or, more specifically. are
academic pursuits actually somehow dependent on the presence of tobacco smoke?
I find this suggestion ridiculous, not amusing.
The second distortion was the suggestion that having banned smoking, it would
be logical to extend the ban to include fatty foods, caffeine. overweight, underexercise, teetotaling, overdrinking and stress. This ignores a crucial distinction. All of
these behaviors may be unhealthy. but only smoking also jeopardizes the health of
others. Exposure to second-hand cigarette smoke causes lung cancer.
I hope that public disa •ssion of the smoking ban will not ignore the serious public
health issue involved. I enjoy a good laugh, but I believe that second-hand cigarette
smoke is not a laughing matter.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan.
medical director
Student Health Services

Deans, chairs and directors to
head departments for 1989-90
There will be several new faces
among faculty and staff who will serve as
directors and chairs of departments for the
1989-90 academic year.
New chairs this year include Richard
Gebhardt, chair of English; Harold Fisher,
chair of journalism; J. Charles Cranny,
chair of psychology; Paul Mueller, chair of
finance; Donald Boren, chair of legal
studies; Ronald Hover. chair of military
science; Alan Rohrs, chair of aerospace
studies; Eugene Thompson, chair of
educational administration and supervision; Trevor Phillips, chair of educational
foundations and inquiry; and Sudershan
JeUey, chair of technology systems.
New directors include Dennis Hale,
director of the School of Mass·eommunication, and Karen GOOid, director of the
women's st\Kfies program.
.
Michael Marsden will be serving as
interim chair of interpersonal and public
communication, and Linda Petrosino will
be acting chair of communication <fisor-

ders.
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Continuing deans for 1989-90 are
Andrew Kerek, College of Aris and
. Sciences; Roger Bennett. College of
Eclucation and Allied Professions; _Clyde
Willis, College of Health and Human
Services; Robert Thayer, College of
Musical Aris; Jerry Streichler, College of
Technology; Rush Miner, libraries and
learning resources; Louis Katzner,
Graduate College; Ramona Cormier,
continuing education and summer
programs; and Robert DeBard, Frrelands
College.
A search a.irrently is being corxiucted
for dean of the College of Business
Administration.
Continuing chairs and directors for
~various departments include:
--College of Aris and Sciences:
Thomas Hilty. director of the School of Art;
Reginald Noble, chair of biological
sciences; Douglas Neckers, chair of
chemistry; Ann-Marie Lancaster, chair of
computer science; Thomas B. Cobb,
director of environmental programs;
Robert Perry, chair of ethnic studies; Alvar
Carlson, chair of geography; Charles
Kahle, chair of geology; Joseph Gray,
chair of German, Russian and East Asian
Languages; Gary Hess, chair of history;
and Robert K. Clark. interim chair of radioTV-film.
Also, Hassoon Al-Amiri, chair of
mathematics and statistics; Thomas Attig,
chair of philosophy; Robert Boughton,
chair of physics and astronomy; Michael
Maggiotto, chair of pofrtical science; Ray
8;owne, chai~ of popular culture; Diane
Pretzer, chair of romance languages;
Merecfrth Pugh, chair of sociology; and
Allen Kepke, chair of theatre.
-COiiege of Business Administration:
Thomas Evans. chair of accounting and
MIS; James Sullivan, chair of applied
statistics and operations research; David
Hyslop, chair of business education; J.
David Reed, chair of economics; Peter
Pinto, chair of management; and James
West, chair of marketing.
--College of Education and ABied
Professions: carney Strange, chair of

Faculty/Staff presentations

Edwards named by the Heritage
Foundation as Bradley Scholar

college student personnel; Robert Qana,
chair of educational curriculum and
instruction; Ronald Russell, acting director
of the School of HPER; Deanna Radeloff,
chair of applied human ecology; and
Edward FISCUS, chair of special education.
-COiiege of Health and Human
Services: Robert Harr, chair of med'ical
technology; Joyce Shoemaker. dean
(MCOT) of the School of Nursing; Barbara
Keeley, coordinator (BGSU) of the School
of Nursing; and Evan Bertsche, chair of

social work.
-College of Musical Aris: Kenley
lnglefield, chair of composition and
history; P. Thomas Tallarico, chair of
music education; and Richard Cioffari,
chair of performance studies. ·
-COiiege of Technology: Ernest
Ezell. chair of visual communications and
technology education.
-libraries and learning resources:
Joan Repp, director of access services;
Paul Yon, cftrector of the Center for
Archival Collections; Bonnie Gratch,
director of information services; and Jack
Ward, cfirector of the Instructional Mecfia
Center.
-Firelands College: M. Peter
Henning, chair of applied science; 0.
Dale Schnetzer, chair of humanities; and
Kenneth Hille, chair of natural and social
sciences.

Bureau offers
information
Meetings, conferences and
CX1r1Ventions held in Bowling Green
produce a positive image of the community and generate revenue for the local
economy. Donna Greenwald, director of
the bureau, reminds departments that the
bureau provides informational packets
and promotional items at registration
tables or banquet settings, along with
other convention services. an free of

charge.
Fawlty, staff or departments
planning an event or convention in
Bowling Green are invited to contact the
bureau al 353-7945 to find out more about
its services.
Greenwald said hosting an event in
Bowling Green generates revenue
through the city's three percent hoteU
motel tax, sales tax and income tax
collected from hospitality workers.
According to the Ohio Division of Travel
and Tourism, for m-ery dollar a visitor
spends, another $1.90 is generated
somewhere in the community.
To allow business, University and
community organization leaders see firsthand the meeting options available in
Bowling Green, the bureau sponsors a
guided tour of local facilities. Guests are
shuttled to several locations with meeting
planners giving personalized tours and
explaining services and features.
The next tour of meeting places is
scheduled for Oct. 25 with two sessions
from 8-10 am. or 3-5 P:m.

Or. Bruce L Edwards, English, has
been named by the Heritage Foundation,
one of the country's leading think tanks, to
its Bradey Resident Scholars program for
the 1989-90 academic year.
TheBradley
Scholars program
was established in
1987 with a grant
from the Lynde and
Harry Bradley
Foundation of
Milwaukee. h
enables scholars
from around the
wor1d to work on
long-term pro;ects
and interact with
Heritage's resident
Bruce Edwards
research staff and
the Washington policy-making community.
The scholars also teach in Heritage's
Conservative Curriculum program, a
series of graduate-level seminars on the
roots of American conservatism. The fall
1989 seminars are examining the
"Classics of 20th Century Conservatism."

In addition lo Edwards, a Ghanian
economist, two British scholars and two
other U.S. professors were named to the
program.
Edwards, who wiU be taking a leave
of absence spring semester. plans lo work

Roger Andenon, political science. presented "The Discoufse ol Developrnent:
Transnational Environmental Groups and
Bl'azirs Amazon Development Policies," at the
annual meeting of the Midwest Political
Science Association. Chicago. April 13-15.
Also, "Environmental, Safety and Health
Issues at U.S. Nuclear Weapons Produclion
Facilities, 1947-1988. at the Solving Environ·
mental Problems: The Past as Prologue to the
Present conference. Evergreen State College.
Olympia. Washington, April 27·30.

on a book explaining how to address the
problems that pluralism raises for
language and literature, based on the
work of linguist Kenneth L Pike. Although
not as wen known as linguist Noam
Chomsky, Pike has an international
reputation and provides solutions to
problems of cross-<:ultural communication,
Edwards said.

"The Heritage appointment provides
me with opportunities for government
service while in Washington. D.C., and
the possi>ility of wor1Ung in the Department of Education on an apprentice basis
regarding literacy issues,· he said.
Edwards joined the University staff in
1981. He received his bachelor's degree
from the University of Missouri, his
master's degree from Kansas State
University and his doctorate from the
University of Texas.
He has published several books,
including a freshman composition
textbook that focuses on word processing
and writing. He also has published a book
on C.S. Lewis as a literary critic and has
edited a second entitled The Taste of the
Pineapple: Essays on C.S. Lewis as
Reader, Critic and Imaginative Writer.
In 1988, he was named the S.W.
Brooks Visiting Lecturer at the University
of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia In
addition, he is director of the English
department's Macintosh Laboratory.

Elsa A.. McMullen, applied human ecology.
presented "Mushrooms as a Protein Supplement for Minority Groups" at the amual
meeting of the American Home Ecoc ones
Association. Cincinnati. June 25-29.

Bob Byler, journalism, presented "How to

Interview; Northwest Ohio Writers Forum,

Toledo, January. Also "Jazz Photographers
Capture Memorable Images," at the Popular
Culture Association Annual Meeting. St Louis.
Mo.• April 5. Also, •Jazz Photographers
Capture Images that Enhance Memories of
Music; Midwest American Culture/Popular
Culture Associations Conference, Bowling
Green. November 1988.

May.

Bemjamln N. Muego, political science'
Fll'elands College. presented ·American
Foreign Policy in Southeast Asia in the PostVietnam Era; for the Washington S~
on Foreign Policy at the School of Advanced
International Studies. Johns Hopkins University, Washington. D.C .• August. Also, presented "The New Armed Forces of the
Philippines and the Aquino Regime,• at an
intemational conference on the Phiippines in a
Changing Asia. Honolulu. Hawaii. Feb. 28. He
also served as a panelist on the 1opic
"Philippine NationaliSm and the American
Military Bases; in a roundtable discussion.

Bernard Stemsher, history. presented
"Self-Blame in the Great Depression: A
Neglected Source Concerning Dubuque.
Iowa.· at the Ohio Academy of History Spring
Meeting, Ohio State University. April 22.

Julian WiDHord, and Elsa McMullen, both
ol applied human ecology. co-presented •Zinc
Supplementation and Sickle Cell Anemia.· at
the annual meeting of the American Home
Economics Association. Cincinnati, June 25-

29.
Bill Forisha. appfled human ecology.
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Library is giving graduate tours
Graduate students interested in
familiarizing themselves with the University's libraries and their services are
invited to sign up for tours.
The tours win be conducted from
Monday (Sept 11) to Oct. 13 with sign
ups in Jerome Library, or by calling 3722362. Tours will be offered during the

Peggy !shier, field experiences and
S1andards ~. presented "Ea 'Calion
in 2004" at the Hugh O'Brien Vaugh SenWlar
at Heidel>erg College, June. Also, presented
·Assisting the Beginning Teacher" at a preconference clinic at the 12th annual Slaff Development Leadership Conference, Colutrbus,

presented "Differentiating Eating Behavior
From Family Process: The Use of Meal
Therapy," at the International Congress on
Marriage and Family Therapy. Dublin. Ireland.
June20.

Roger V. Bennett, College of Education
and Allied Professions, and Margaret lshler.
field experience and standards co~.

mornings, afternoons, evenings and some
Saturdays.

co-presented with Richard Cummings, Bowling
Green City Schools superintendent. Michael
01.oughlin, a former University faculty
member, and Jean Daly and Joy Rohn.
teachers at Crim Elementary. "Teaching
Exchange Fellowship: Creating Partnerships
fOI' School and University Faculty Development.• at the annual meeting of the Association of Teacher Education. St Louis. Feb. 24.

The tours will offer information such
as how to arrange a computer search for
thesis papers, how to obtain Interlibrary
Loan items and how to ride the Gutenberg
Express II to the University of Toledo.

Joan M.. Repp, libraries and learning
resources, presented "Latin American
Acquisitions. A Continuing Challenge," at the
fifth national conference of the Association of
College and Research Libraries, Cincinnati,
April 7. Also, presented ·Management
Techniques to Streamline Technical Services.·
for the North Central Library Cooperative.
Mansfield. May 11.

Cfdf Glavlano, libraries and learning
resources, presented •Enhancing User
Access: ReHections and a Model; at the fifth
national conference of the Association of
College and Research Libraries, Cincinnati,
April 5.

Kevin A. Wor1c, lnstruclional Media Center.
presented "The Career of Edward Orton. the

F1rs1 President of Ohio State University; at the
24th annual meeting of the Midwest History of
Education Society. Chicago, October.
Marilyn Parrish, libraries and learning
resources, presented "Discovering the

Vista will help locate tenants for the
park and build and/or lease buildings to
meet their needs. The University will lease
land to Vista or to the tenants.
One site is already committed to
Bank Sites Inc. a subsidiary of Mid
American National Bank and Trust Co..
which broke ground earlier this summer.
VISta has, independently or in joint
ventures with Rudolph/libbe Inc.,
developed a number of the region's
leading proiects including the Cedar
Business Center and the Rudolph-LibbeCenter, home to a number of leading
manufacturing, service, cflslnbution and
commercial companies.
Vista also was involved with the
development of Arrowhead Park in

Senate

Maumee.

Vista is a member of the National
Association of Industrial & Office Parks.
Rudolph/Libbe Inc., is one of the nation's
400 largest construction companies.
lnitiaDy, Vista will be involved in
creating promotional matapals for use in
marketing the park. compiling information
on previous collaborations between
University faculty and outside organizations, and completing a comprehensive
calalog of University human resources
and expertise that can be tapped by
private enterprise that is developed at the
researchlenterprise park.

costs.
The Senate also voted to recommit to
the Ad Hoc Committee on Retiree
Concerns an 11-point proposal designed
to meet and improve retiree concerns.
Further study is needed on the financial
impact of the proposal. senators said.
Senate also heard memorial resolutions

]
~
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Roger V. Bennett, College of Edi ication
and Allied Professons. along with Richard
Cummings, superintendent of Bowling Green
City Schools, and Darlene DeCrane, Kenwood
Bementary School, presented "Teaching
Fellows: Collaboration for School and
University Faculty Development." at the spring
conference of the Ohio Confederation of
Teacher Education Organizations, Columbus,
April 14.

Richard Lucas, School of Art. presented a
tutorial on "Computer Art for Designers and
Artists," and participated in a panel on the
future of coqxrter art in higher education.

from the tront

faculty and staff covered by University
health insurance benefits and recommending further exploration and implementation of coverages and costs so as to
preclude an adverse impact on prospective wage and salary increases;
2. Approving the development of the
Frtwen Assessment/Counseling program
for faculty and staff at an estimated cost
of $32.240;
3. Opposing the establishment of a
Health Promotion Office as recommended
by the Health Promotion Task Force;
4. Endorsing the movement toward a
smoke-free campus.
Dr. Harold Lunde, management, who
presented the resolutions said the
University faces a health care cost crisis
and that large amounts of money were
needed for BGSU to meet future health
care requirements of its employees. He
said "Wellness is worthwhile. and should
be promoted as much as possi>le
because in the long run it will reduce

Ronald Partin, educational foundalions and
inquiry, presented •Accomodating Traditional
American Values in a Changing Pluralistic
Society•• '"Historical Landmarks in the
Development of American Education and Their
Effect on the Role of the Teacher" and
"Freeing Faculty for Human Development:
Time Management for the Professor," under
the Visiting Humanist Program at Converse
College, Spartanbwg, s.c .. April 20-21.

for Dr. Lowell Leland, emeritus professor
of English, and Dr. Miguel Ornelas,
director of affirmative action and associate
professor of ethnic studies, both of whom
died this summer.
Dr. Benjamin Muego, political science,
was elected by acclamation to serve as
Senate secretary for 1990-91.
In his report, President Olscamp told
the senators that the University's capital
budget requests were proceeding
normally and that there was no cause for
alarm over reports that the Regents had
made huge cuts in the budget "Some
cuts are normal at this stage in the
process because the number of requests
are far higher than can be financed, - he

said.
He also reported that "While one assault
is too many, the number of assaults is
about the same as in past years..· He
noted that campus police were very active
in patrolflllQ the campus in their efforts to
keep Bowling Green safe.
Olscamp also said that the campus
flag will be flown at half-mast for a 24hour period following the death of any
member of the campus community,
including retirees. He said that previously
there had been no policy on lowering the
flag upon the death of a faculty or staff
member or student

SIGGRAPH "89, International Symposium on
Computer Graphics. Boston. August.

Charlene York and Joan Repp, both of
li>raries and learning resources. presented ·A
Resource Lilrary for Ronald McDonald
House." at the American Lilrary Association
Annual Conference. Dallas, June.

John P. Scott. professor emeritus psychology, presented the opening address. "Aggression: Evolution and Control in Social Systems,"
at the International Society fOI' Research on
Agression, Szombalhely. Hungary, Spring.

Arjun K. Gupta. mathematics and statistics.
presented "On the Estimation of MANOVA
ElQ0!1V<llues Under the Random Effects
Model." University of Manitoba, Canada.
March. He also presented -Statistical
Classification With Multiple Observations. at
the International Conference on Computing
and Information. Hamihon, Canada. April.

Charles H.. Mc:Caghy, sociology, presented
"Effects of Enforcement Cost Information on
Public Opinion Tawards Legal Strategies on
Prostitution," at the 1989 Sino-American
Conference on Social Change and Policing in
Taipei. Taiwan. He also presented a paper
with Charles Hou of National Chung Hsing
University on "Career Onset of Taiwanese
Prostitutes" at the annual meeting of the
Society IOI' the Study of Social Problems.

Oakland.ca

Research Needs of Graduate Students at
Bowling Green State University; at the 1iflh
national conference of the Assnciatioo of
College and Research Libraries, Cincinnati,

Apnl 6.

Brenda McCallum, li>raries and learning

resources. presented with Barbara B. Moran of
the University of North Carolina. •Popular
Culture in Academic LiJraries.. at the national
conference of the Association for College and
Research Libraries, Cincinnati, Apnl 5.

Bonnie Gratch and Elizabeth Wood, both
of libraries and learning resources. presented
a poster session titled "Strategic Planning in a
University Li>rary: Vision and Reality; at the
national conference of the Assnciation for
College and Research libraries, Cincinnati,
Apnl 6.
Nancy Whfte Lee., lixaries and learning

resources, presented "Harlequin and Silhouette: Battle of the Giants. at the Popular
Culture AssociatKWAmerican Culture
Association joint conference, St. Louis, Mo.,
April 6.

Ronald Shields, theatre. directed a
production of "Ohio Town" at the Sherwood
Anderson Festival, Firelands College. March
12. He also direc:ed a scene from "Twelfth
Night" as part of the •Night of Invited Scenes.
at the American College Theatre Festival. Fort
Wayne. January.

s.

Allen White, theatre, presented
"'Playscript Interpretation: A Structural
Approach to Deconstruction." at the MidAmerican Theatre Conference, Omaha. Neb.•
March 17.

Susan Pauly and Aurelio Sanchez Jr..
of academic enhancement. presented
'Why Arerfl These Kids Graduating? The Role

both

of Cultural Myth in the Undereducation of
Mexican-Americans- at the 15th annual Ohio
Association of Educational Opportunity

Program Personnel. Columbus. Olir Sisco,
also of academic enhancement. was the moderator of the session.
Torn Anderson, geography. presented
"Water Use: A Neglected Componenl of Land
Use Studies" at the geography section of the
Ohio Academy of Science, Parma. April 29.

Joel Rudinger, English, Fll'elands College,
presented "The Tarot as a Link to Intuitive
Analysis," al the annual meeting of the Popular
-Culture Association, St Louis, Mo., April 6.

Denny C. llyen. applied statisticS.
presented • A Dual Simplex lfllllemerltatio of
a Conslraint Selection Algorithm tor Linear
Progranvning," at the national meeting of
TIMS'ORSA. Vancouver. Canada. May.

SUUn V. Lab, applied human ecology,
presented "Cultural Expression Found in PreColurrbian Peruvian Textile Color Design," at
the Popular Culture Association and American
Culture Assoeiation amual meeting. St Louis,
Mo., April 6.

Joni Reed, Center for Academic Options.
presented "PromoWig Programs: What to Do
When. at the Washing1on Center Liaisons
Conference. Washinglon. D.C .• March 10.
Reed also participated in a panel on "Mat11et ·
ing Your Program· at the National StudE;nt
Exchange Consortium Conference, Provi·
dence. Rhode Island. March 15.

WUllard Mlsleld, art history. presented
•James Tissot's L'Ete: A Rediscovery", at the
16th annual meeting of the Midwest Art History
Society, University of Missouri. March 30.

David L Weis, applied human ecology.
presented "Self-Esteem and Drug Abuse: A
Critical Review of the Existing Literature." at
the annual conference ol lhe American
Mance for Health. Physical Edi ICation,
Recreation and Dance,

Boston. April.

Becky Plaaoos and Pamela Allison. both
of HPER, presented "The Experiential
Curriculum in Eleme:ltary School Physical
Edlication." at the national convention of the
American ADiance fOI' Health, Physical
Education. Rectealion and Dance, Boston,
April.

Lary Dunning, COf'l1lUler science,
presented "Undetected Error Probabilities tor
Message Bits of Certain Cyclic Codes," at the
20th Soulheastern International Conference on
Combinatorics Graph Theory Con'l>uting. Boca

Raton. Fl., Feb. 20-24.
Jane Forsyth, geology. presented "Geology
As h Affects the Landscape and History of
Northwest Ohio," at Secor Metropark. March 4.
Also, she presented "The Three Landscapes
of~~ Gard," and "Environmental

presented ·A Protocol for Global Message
Ordering." at the 20th annual Simulation and
Modeling Conference, Pittsburgh, May. Also.
"Distri>uted Computing; at the Ohio Collegiate
Co~er Science Conference. Dayton, April.

Rules Important to Ohioans •• at the Hamilton
YMCA Camp ~ Gard's Nature Shop
Worflshop. March 18. She also was a featured
speaker and field trip leader at the annual
statewide meeting of the Ohio Conservation
and Outdoor Education Association at the
Mohican School in the Out-ol·Doors, Loudenville, April 15.

Mohammad Dadfar, computer science.
presented -usefulness of SynDolic Manipulation Systems." at the Ohio Collegiate Computer Science Conference, Dayton, April.

Neocles Leontis, chemistry. presented
"Applications of NMR Spectroscopy to
Problems in RNA Structure; at Ohio Northern
University, March 9.

Keith lnstone, computer science, presented
"Becoming an Expert?: The Process of
Acquiring Expertise Among Highly Novice
Co~er Scientists." at. the Ohio Collegiate
Co~er Science Conference. Dayton. Apnl.

Ann Corrigan, musical arts. performed at
the opening concert of the University of

Sub Ramakrishnan, co~er science.

Laura Leventhal, co~er science,
presented 'My Program is Beautiful! Some
ErrPricallY Derived Patterns of Programming
Aesthetics." CHl'89--Human Faclors in
Computing Systems, Austin, Tx.• May 1-4.

David Gedeon, technology. presented
·Automation, Distributed Control, Networking
and Applications,. at the National Association
of Industrial Technology. Region I Spring

Seminar. April 20, Bowling Green.
Thomas AlldeQon, geogiapry, presented
"Communist Parties of the World. 1987: Some
Geographical Perspectives. at the annual
meeting of the Association of American
Geographers. Baltimore, Md., March.

At the spring NIRSA National Convenfion.
the following Student Reaealion Center staff
members made presentations: Tanuny
5ummefs and Cheryl Sokoll, '"le Club 8;"
Scott Levin, "The Development of a campus
Recreation Scuba Program." and "They're in
the Right Place-You Make it the Right Time;·
and Richard Bowws and Terry W. Parsons,
-Project ATWELL: From Dream to Reality.•
R. Errol Lam, liJraries and learning

resources, presented "An Anti-Racist Male and
Women as ADies" at the Parallels and
Intersections: A National Conference on
Racism and Other Forms of Oppression, Iowa
City. Iowa. April 6-9.

M.. Nell Browne, economics. "Critical
Thinking in the Social Sciences," at the
University of WJSConSin. Madison. Wi .• April 78. Also, presented with Stuart Keeley.
psychology. "Critical Thinking Textbooks.· at
the American Association of tfigher Education
Convention. Chicago, April 3. Also published
"'Necessary Tensions in Assignments that
Stimulate Critical Thinking,- in Connexions.
Spring. Also, presented a two-day seminar on
~ Order Cognitive Skill Development" at
Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Mich .. June 67. Also. presented a faculty development
seminar "'Questioning Behavior in the
Classroom and Critical Thinking." at Loyola
College. Baltimore, Md.• August 30.

Tom Gorman. Louise Paradis, Joan
Tussifog, aD of the placement office. and
Tonia Stewart, residential services. presented
the workshop "Silence is the voice of
Complicity," at the American College Personnel Association, Washington, D.C .• March.
Steven Lab, criminal justice. presented
-Crime Control and Deterrence in the U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines." for the panel U.S.
Sentencing GuidelineS and Crime Control.
Washington. D.C .• March 28.

John G. Merriam. poltiCal science. presented "Aswan High Dam Shutdown: A
Regional Concern?" and Kathleen Howardlllerrlam. political science, presented "Gender
and Peace: Egyplian Womerl°s Participation in
the Peace Process." at the joint annual
convention ol lhe British International Studies
AssoeiatioO and the International Studies Association. London. March 28-April 1.

Maryland New Music Festival. March 4.

Janel Jensen. music education. presented
"Selection and Preparation of LI!erature for
Young Orchestras." at Michigan State
University. March 9.
Burton Beerman. musical arts, presented
1ntegrating Computer Music and Interactive
Video Graphics,- at the Society ol Composers.
Inc. National Conference. Florida State
University, March 10.

Issac Seaueira. ~ professor,
1ar
rulture, preSented 'Whitman, Music ~the
Poetic lmagil lation. • for the Henry J. Haskell
Leclure at lhe University of Missouri-Kansas
City, April 24.' Also. presented 'Walt Whitman.
Music and the Poetic Revolution.• Rhode
Island College, April 12. Also. presented
"Popular Culture in India." at the 19th National
Comrenlion of the Popular Culture Association.
St Louis. Mo.; April 6.
The following tacuhy and graduate students
from the psychology-department participated in
the Midwestern Psychological Associatioo
Meetings, Chicago. May 4-6: Douglas G.
UDman, Eric F. Dubow, David Causey, Matt
Evans., Christine Farley, Anjie Fischer,
Colfin Lodico and Graham Reid presented
"Factors on the Adjustment of Latchkey
Children;" Elizabeth Rice Allgeier and
Richard A.. Zeller presented "Causal
Inference and Sexual Harassment: Hands-On
Experience to Illustrate a Hands-Off Policy;"
BettY T. Turner Royster and Efizabeth
Allgeier presented 1nternal-Extemal Control
ExpectancieS and Reinforcement Substitution
After Loss of Control;" Loring J. Creppeau
and Jaak Panksepp presented Carly
Handling Increases Play Dominance in
Juvenile Rats;· Nancey Jo Dunn and Kimberley Vander Meulen presented '"Marital
Attributions: Distressed Versus Non-Distressed Couples in Long and Short·Term
Marriage;- Michael w. Faust presented
"Arithmetic Performance and Mathematics
Anxiety: Decisior1 Stage Differences Across
Levels of Anxiety;" and Raymond O'Connor
and Russell Veitch presented "Cognition and
Affect as Prediclors of Behavioral Responses
to Different Environments.·
Robert Moore, perfoonance studies.
presented a pertormance and lour master
dasSeS on bassoon literature. interpretation.
techniques and reed-making at the University
of WISCOl'lSin·Oshkosh. April l5.
Herbert Spencer, performance studies. was
gues1 artist and presented a lecture demonstration at the Fourth Annl.lal Hom Workshop.
Butler University. May 13-14.
Kay lloofe., ITIUSic education. was an
adjudicator tor the Toledo Piano Festival in
February. the Tiffin Music Festival in March
and the Fmdlay Music Festival in April. All
festivals were part of the Ohio Music Teachers
Association.

Ed&ard Martes. performance studies.
soloed with the FU'day University Wind
Ensemble on April 16. He also presented a
performance at the Marcel Moyse Centennial
Celebration in Marboro. Vt.. May 20.

Norpofit Orgori'zo . •
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Recipients of football tickets are announced
;

J
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records; Janet Franldorthef. bursar's
office; Betty Walton, furnishings; and
Laura Gazarek. admissions.
-For the Oct. 1;; University of Toledo
game: Wilma Converse. alcohol abuse;
Michael Novotny. Philosophy Documentation Center; Danilda Lee. libraries and
learning resources; Flora Stebe!. rustodial; Amy Chapman. education; Scott
Kisabeth, WBGU-TV; Robert Yoast.
central stores; and Sandra Perry. University Bookstore.
-For the Nov. 4 Kent State University game: Laurel Krone, alumni and
develOpment; Tammy Freshcom. Food
Operations; Glen Pike, technology; Rick
Beaverson, public safety; Providence
Oddo. purchasing; Gloria Martinez,
athletic department; Connie Adams,
residential services; and Thomas Pugh,
University Union.

Classified Staff Council. along with
personnel support services and the
athletic department, is sponsoring eight
free tickets per Falcon home football
game this fall.
Winners of the tickets have been
selected and can each pick up a ticket at
the personnel office.
The following classified employees
were randomly chosen to receive tickets
for the Sept. 16 Ball State game: Joan
Williams. financial aid and student
employment; Dawn Melnek. computer
services; Lawrence Heinze, maintenance;
Ruth Troxell, rustodial; Frank Schemenaur, grounds; Jacqueline Bruce, fwnishings; Linda ()'Donnel. bursar's office; and
Patricia Stavish, financial aid and student
employment
-For the Sept 23 Central Michigan
game: Phyllis Townsend. registrar's office;
Neva Sposato, registration and records;
Beverty Coppler. custodial; Geraldine
Otley, personnel support services; Steven
Lashaway. maintenance; Randy Gallier,
grounds; Alexander Hann, physics; and
Cyril Houser, maintenance.

r
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The University's homecoming
committee is in need of convertibles, Ttop cars and jeeps to escort campus and
community dignitaries in this year's
parade.
Anyone owning such a vehicle
interested in loaning it for use in the
parade which will be from 6-7:30 p.m. Oct.
12, should contact Cathy Earley at 3728346 or Gregg DeCrane at 372-2843.
Owners are invited to participate by
driving their cars in the parade.

Tuesday, Sept. 12
The exhibit "In Clay: Life and TtrneS" continues at the Fine Arts Gal1ety through Sept
20. ff features large-scale ceramic sculpture, such as the untitled WOik above by Judy
Moone/is. Eleven nationally known artists have pieces in the exhibit.

New employees named to classified staff
The following individuals have joined
the classified staff: Cheryl Williams, parttime derk 1, dinical lab; Gary Emch,
maintenance repair worker 2, physical
plant; Anita Kopp, food service worker,
Food Operations; Bonnie Trout, cook 1,
Food Operations; and Beverty llagrum,
part-time cashier 1, Food Operations.
Also, Wendy Murphy, word processing specialist 2, biological sciences:
Dennis Ehlers, police officer. public
safety; Mary Garmenn. food service

Classijied
Emplnyment
Opportunities
New Positions
Open Competitive Examination
Posting Expiration Date: Noon, FrGiy,
Sept. 22.
9-89-1

I
I

Uaintenance Repair Wcirker 2
Pay Range 6
Physical Plant

An examination will be given :or the above
classification. Candidates win be ranked based

on test scores and experience. and an -eligible
list- will be established. As vacancies occur,

names are referred from the list. Employees
may apply and take the examination even if
currently in a probationary period.

worker, Food Operations; FaHh Olson,
account clerk 3, academic affairs; llartha
Mendieta, custo<fial worker, physical
plant; Harold Williams, office machine
operator 2, office services; Shirley
Mercer, part-time derk 1, admissions;
and Darin Pogan, custocfial worker,
physical plant

Service is planned
A memorial service for Dr. Lowell P.
Leland, professor emeritus of English,
who died July 28, will be held at 4 p.m.
Tuesday {Sept. 12) in Prout Chapel.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly
by the Office of Public Relations for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University.
The deadline to submit material for
the Sept. 18 issue is 5 p.m. Tuesday,

Sept. 12.
Editor: Melissa Peper Rrestone
Photographer: Jeff Hall
Contributors: Clifton P. Boutelle,
Teri Sharp, Gardner/\. Mclean Jr.,
Linda Swaisgood and Laura Shock.

Faculty I Staff positions
The followirg faculty positions are avaiable:
Ethnic Studies/Women's Studies: Assislant professor. Contact Philip Royster (2-2796).
Deadline: Nov.-15.
Graduate College: Assistu1l to lhe director of graduate admissions. Contact Winifred 0.
Stone (2-2793). Deadline: Sept 22.
lnterpersonlll and Public: Communk:.aion: Chair and professor. Contact Michael Marsden
(2-2823). Deadline: Dec. 15.
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Psychology Building.
Computer Seminar, "Introduction to
CMS, Part 2,• 9:30-11 :30 am .. also,
"Introduction to the Sun Workstations,"
1 :30-3:30 p.m., also, "Introduction to
Bitnet; 3:30-5:00 p.m. For location and
registration, call 372-2102.
Arts and Sciences Forum, "The
Conglomerate Menace of the Consumer
Metaphor, Graduate School Mentors, and
the Slow Quiet Pace of Learning; by Dr.
M. Neil Browne, economics. Luncheon
precedes address at 12:30 p.m. For
luncheon reservations, call 372-2340.
Men's Cross Country, vs. Kent
State, 4 p.m., Forrest Creason Golf
Course.
Women's Cross Country, vs. Kent
State, 4:45 p.m., Forrest Creason Golf
Course.
UAO Film, "Rain Man," 8 p.m., 10
p.m., midnight, 21 o Math Science
Building.

Exhibit, ·1n Clay: Life & Times,·
through Sept. 20, Rne Arts Gallery. Free.
Graduate UbraryTours, 9 am.,
Jerome Library.

_1

Parlez-vous francais? (Do you speak
French?) Well, you really don't have to
in order to join in celebrating the French
Revolution Bicentennial, which will be
obseived with a variety of events at the
University beginning Oct 3.
The series of programs will feature a
lecture, symposiums, musical and
theatrical performances, as well as a
film presentation, display of posters
from the era of the French Revolution
and social events. AD of the programs
are free and open to the public.
Opening ceremonies begin at 7:30
p.m. Oct. 3 in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. The
program will indude a presentation on
'What Was the French Revolution?" by
Dr. James 0. Graham, history, and
remarks by a representative of the
French government A reception will
follow in the Green Room.
On Oct. 4, a symposium on the
French Revolution and the American
Bill of Rights will be held from 3-5 p.m.
in the McFall Center Gallery.
Dr. Gary Hess, history, will moderate
a panel of three distinguished historyprofessors. Dr. Samuel Scott of Wayne
State University will address the topic
"Looking for the American Revolution in
the French Revolution." Dr. Martin
Zahnisher of Ohio State University wiU
speak on "America's Founding
Generation Responds to the French
Revolution; and Dr. David Skaggs,
history, will clisa iss "Reason Their Only
Guide: Extra~rial Legacies of
the U.S. Constitution."
A musical and theatrical
extravanganza commemorating the
Franch Revolution wiR begin at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Dr. Vincent
Corrigan, musical arts, will be the
master of ceremonies for the program
that features music and readings from
the revolutionary period.
Among those appearing will be the
Fall Wmd Ensemble, directed by Mark
KeDy; the Bowling Green String
Ouartet; tenor Richard Mathey, the
Collegiate Chorale and A Cappella
Choir <flrected by Teny Eder; and

Datebook
Monday Sept. 11

The following adl 1ii liSb alive positions are available:
College of Heellh and Human Seutc:es: AIDS education a>Oltina10r (1enl>olaiylpart-time.
grant funded). Contac:t Clyde R. Wilis (2-8242). Deadline: As soon as a .....
- -...._...
- - - can be
identified.
Ice Arw: Coo11i11alor of ice skating. Contact Alnnaiie Heldt (2-2558). Deacline: Sept. 15.
PhysiQI Pllnt: Direelor. Contact Ammaiie Heldt (2-2558). Deadli'ie: Sept. 15.
Pr
di S. rices Ofllce: Proposal development coordnator. Contact ChrislDpher S. Oum
(2·2481 ). Deadline: Oct. 1.
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English DepcM br ient Meeting, for
temporary fu~time and part-time faculty.
8-1 O am., Unh.-31Sity Union's Faculty
Lounge.
Computer Seminar, "Introduction
to UNIX,· 9:30-11 :30 am. For location
and registration, call 372-2102.
Graduate Library Tours, 4:30
p.m., Jerome Library.

Yiednesday,Sept.13
Computer Seminars, "Introduction
to SAS; 9:30-11 :30 am., also, ·introduction to Graphics; 1 :30-3:30 p.m. Call
372-2102 for location and registration.
Open Forum, PresidentOlscamp
will meet with students; noon-1 :15 p.m.,
Chart Room. McFall Center.
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat,"
1:30 and 5:30 p.m .• host Becky Laabs
goes to Cedar Point for musical entertain-

Saturday, Sept. 16
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish
Cooking from Quilt Country," 11 am., host
Marcia Adams demonstrates how to cook
a hearty breakfast.
BGSU Football, vs. Ball State, 1 :30
p.m.• Doyt Perry Field.
GraduateUbraryTours, 1:30p.m.,
Jerome Library.
WBGU-TV Program, "Quilting; 3
p.m., explores quilting as an art form, and
the technique of sewing sharp points by
machine.
Volleyball, vs. West Virginia, 7
p.m .• Anderson Arena.
UAO Film, "Rain Man; 8 p.m., 10
p.m.• midnight, 21 O Math Science
Building.

ment.
Faculty Artist Series, Paul Sahuc,
baritone. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.

Thursday, Sept. 14
Computer Seminar, "Introduction to
the IBM Personal Editor," 9:30-11 :30.
Call 372-2102 for location and registration.
WBGU-TV Program, "Tune Out."
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.. host Larry Weiss
cflSCUsses how Falcons fared against East
Carolina and what's coming up with Ban
State.
Weight Watchers, noon-1 p.m.,
Campus Room, University Union.
Registration required for the 1~week
session.
Lecture, "Youth Gangs and Public
Policy; by Dr. C. Ronald Huff, Ohio State
University, 2:30 p.m., Town Room,
Student Union.
Graduate Library Tours, 7 p.m.,
Jerome Library.
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readers Norman Schroder and Jane
McElrov.
Events continue on Oct. 5 with a
program entitled "The French Revolution
and Science" at 3 p.m. in the McFall
Center Gallery. Dr. David Newman,
chemistry, will .speak on -Revolutionary
Chemistry-The French Connection.· In
adcition, Dr. M"lchael Mott, English, will
read from his book, "Corday."
A tea will follow from 5-6 p.m. at the
French House.
The French Revolution's impact on film

also will be explored on Oct. 5 when the
motion picture "La MarseiBaise" will be
shown at 7 p.m. in the Gish Film Theatre.
Dr. Jan Pallister, University Professor
of Romance Languages Emerita, wiD
introduce the film, which depicts the
twbulent events of July 15, 1789, to Aug.
10, 1792. The movie traces the
adventures of two members of the
people's anny whose fight for "lilerty,
equality and fraternity" was initialy
centered around Marseilles. When the
battalion begins its trek north to Paris in

support of the Federate army, a song
from the Rhineland has been adopted
as their anthem and soon is known
throughoUt France as "La
Marseillaise."

Throughout the week, a series of
posters conunemorating the
bicentennial of the French Revolution
and made available by the French
government will be on display at the
McFall Center Gallery. The exhtit can
be viewed between 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Paying University bills is now a little easier

Bursar's new computer equipment able to provide faster answers

CommunHy Day, picnics and
games, noon-6 p.m., barbeque tickets
available at the Union Information Desk,

~
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Sunday, 5ept. 17

City Park.
WBGU-TV Program, "Coaster
Mania.· 12:30 p.m., explores the top ten
wooden coasters in the country. channel
27.
WBGU-TV Program, "Findlay Arts
Festival, 1 p.m., a look at music and arts
at the 1983 Findlay Festival.
UAORlm, "AStreetcarNamed
Soccer, vs. Indiana State UniverDesire,· 9 p.m., 210 Ma1h Science
sity,
2
p.m.,
Mickey Coctvane Field.
Building.
Faculty Artist Series, Paul Makara,
violinist and Francis Burnett, pianist, 3
p.m., Kobacker Han, Moore Musical Arts
Friday, Sept. 15
Center.
GSS 11in1 Conferel1c:e, "Cultural
PH.D. Final Exam, "The Casual
lnfluence of Control Beliefs 00 Eiqik:taDiversity: What Do It, They We Mean?'
tions at Work,• by P.aul J. Cook, psychol- - by Dr. John Scott.ethnic stuoies, 6:30
ogy, 9 am., 2nd flooi C:oliference room,
p.m., United Christian ~ Center.
,.~ ~r ..

Bowling Green State University

Bicentennial celebration brings a touch of France to the campus

Parade cars needed

-For the Sept. 30 University of Akron
game: Barbara Limes, off-campus
housing; Susan Wammes. grounds;
Deborah Burris. Graduate College;
Seneida Howard, libraries and learning
resources; Susan Paxton, registration and

l
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AltholJgh most students paying fees at the bursar's office WDl'IT notice it. lhem's
something new at the wildow. "Point of sa1e· equipment was illSlalled in the spring
making it easier for cashiers to answer qi.iestions about indviduaJ accounts and to
see an imrnedate, COl19Ct balance. .Ab(wa, cashier Amy Smith takes a payment from
BsmiB Eudrsr.

Ten little machines have made life a whole lot easier for both students and cashiers
alike since being installed in the bursar's office this spring.
The "point of sale" computer system now being used by the office can show the
correct balance on a student or stiff member's bursar account immediately after the
transaction. Previously, it could take up to three days for a transaction, such as a fee
payment, to appear.
Sandy Miesmer, assistant bursar, said the process for hard'ing transactions has
changed since ~of the point of sale equipment-and although the
changes are invisible to people in rine at the bursar's windows, the results mean faster
and more aauate service.
For example, the father of a student came to the bursar's office last week to pay his
son's entire bursar's bil for an amount he thought was $24. However, the student had
made a $3 charge to the account the day before and the cashier's computer screen
already showed an itemized list of the transactions. The father was aUe to pay the
entire bil, where under the former process the $3 would not have appeared on the
ac:courrt yet
Before instalS1g a point of sale terminal.at each window, cashiers had~
that only allowed them to add or subtract the transaction. "Basically wtm we were
doing was just vaidating the transaction and pi illtiliga receipt for the person,·
Miesmer said. ·At that lime, we were not-able to tel them their coned balance.·
Al transactions conducled by the bursar's office had to.be key punched in for data
entry by Computer Services, thus causing several da;'S' delay in knowing the correct
balance.
If a student or stiff member wanted to know his or her correct account belance. the
cashier had to leave the window to retlieJe the i •formation from another system_ With
the new system, the cashiers are entering al the dala. themselwes and can cal up the
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